List of Participants in the Preparatory Committee for the Review Conference of the Parties to the Convention on the Prohibition of the Development, Production and Stockpiling of Bacteriological (Biological) and Toxin Weapons and on their Destruction

The listing for the delegations of Luxembourg, the United Kingdom and Venezuela should read as follows:

1. **Delegation of Luxembourg**
   Address: 28a chemin du Petit Saconnex, 1211 Geneva 19. Tel No: 34.01.77
   Mrs. Jacqueline ANCEL-LENNERS Permanent Representative Adjoint
   Permanent Mission of Luxembourg to the Office of the United Nations at Geneva

2. **Delegation of the United Kingdom**
   Address: 37-39 rue de Vermont, 1211 Geneva 20. Tel No: 34.38.00
   Mr. D.M. SUMMERHAYES CMG Ambassador
   Leader of the United Kingdom Delegation to the Committee on Disarmament at Geneva
   Mr. P.W.M. FRANCIS Second Secretary
   United Kingdom Delegation to the Committee on Disarmament
   Mr. G.C. FORD Arms Control and Disarmament Department
   Foreign and Commonwealth Office
   London

3. **Delegation of Venezuela**
   Address: 34 chemin François-Lehmann, 1218 Grand Saconnex, Geneva.
   Tel No: 98.24.85
   Mr. Adolfo Raul TAYLHARDAT Ambassador of Venezuela to the Committee on Disarmament
   Mrs. Rosa LISBOA de NECER Second Secretary
   Ms. Irana BALZA RAUSEBO Second Secretary

* Reissued for technical reasons